Integration is Everything

Intelligent Medical Objects (IMO)
Implementation Services

Attesting to Meaningful Use requires that your hospital install IMO
mapping to ensure the accuracy of shared patient clinical data.
This mapping must be in place for 2014-2015 and Meaningful Use
Stage 2 and CQM requirements. Traditionally, this process takes at
least six months to implement.
This long time period for implementation can add a significant
burden to your already limited internal resources. The Iatric Systems
Professional Services team can not only lighten that load, but also
complete this complex IMO implementation in as little as two months.
Rely on Iatric Systems to help you complete your mapping and
implementation or manage the entire IMO project for you.

Intelligent Medical Objects
Implementation Services

Cut down the time it takes for you to implement
IMO with help from Professional Services.
Your hospital cannot attest with the most accurate data
unless you have IMO mapping installed. Standardization
is a key requirement for CQM reporting, CCD exchange,
and public health interfaces.

Key Advantages:
• Successful IMO mapping without the need to
		 train staff or pay overtime
• Confidence in meeting MU Stage 2 deadlines
		 with customized implementation checklists
		 and timelines

Iatric Systems Professional Services can manage your
IMO implementation projects and work closely with your
IMO Project Managers and EHR vendor. Customers who
utilize our expertise are able to cut the IMO mapping
timeline in half, as compared to those who map IMO
data on their own.

• Faster implementation of MU Stage 2 with 		
		 experts who have perfected the process and can
		 reconcile terms efficiently

We’ve already learned how to avoid the glitches that
waste time and money. You’ll experience the following
efficient and streamlined process:

For all the details on Intelligent Medical Objects
(IMO) Implementation Services, contact
Iatric Systems today.

• Help facilitate the receipt of Meaningful Use
		incentives and avoid costly mapping errors

1. An Iatric Systems consultant works with you to 		
verify the correctness and recency of terms in your
EHR dictionaries.
2. You and our consultant pull the queries for MU/CQM
for IMO to extract.
3. Your consultant runs your hospital’s NPR reports and
uploads them to IMO.
4. After IMO completes a QA process (2-4 weeks), the
files are returned to the Iatric Systems Professional
Services consultant and the lengthy reconciliation 		
process begins.
5. IMO mapping process is tracked for you to ensure		
accuracy. Many hospitals have spent months on 		
implementation, only to find that mapping had not
been done correctly and IMO codes did not translate
like they should. When Problem Lists and all MU
data are not accurate, it can threaten receipt of 		
Meaningful Use incentive monies.
6. Your Iatric Systems consultant can communicate 		
regularly with IMO Project Managers to expedite the
QA process and reconcile files quickly.
7. Your Iatric Systems consultant also works with the EHR
coordinator through the process to ensure IMO codes
are installed and functioning properly. This ensures the
quality use of IMO terms and a smooth implementation
to get your team up and running in no time at all.
Iatric Systems will complete the project with accuracy
and efficiency.
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